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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | v

Documentation Conventions | v

Documentation Feedback | viii

Requesting Technical Support | viii

Use this guide to understand how you can set up and tune JSA software.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page vi defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page vi defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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Deployment and Application Tuning Overview

Tuning your JSA environment involves processes in which one or more parameters of an appliance,
deployment, or running system are adjusted to run more efficiently.

After you install JSA and it is running, you can tune your JSA system in the following two phases:

Deployment phase —During this phase, you configure essential network, scanner, log source, and asset
configurations. This phase is done at the start of your lifecycle management for JSA systems.

Application phase —During this phase, you discover servers, investigate offenses, optimize custom rules,
edit building blocks, tune false positives, and improve search performance in JSA.

You can also use the JSA Use Case Manager to tune JSA. Use the guided tips in JSA Use Case Manager
(formerly JSA Tuning app) to help you ensure that JSA is optimally configured to accurately detect threats
throughout the attack chain. Download the JSA Use Case Manager from the IBM Security App Exchange.
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Deployment Tuning Phase

In the deployment phase, you configure essential network, scanner, log source, and asset configurations
that are required to tune Juniper Secure Analytics. The deployment phase is done close to start up, after
you install, and configure JSA and it is operational.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Network Hierarchy | 13

VA Scanners | 14

DSM Updates | 14

Network Hierarchy

JSA uses the network hierarchy to determine which hosts are local or remote. JSA also uses the hierarchy
to monitor specific logical groups or services that are in your network, such as specific office locations,
regions, departments, or network ranges such as DMZs, VPN pools, or VOIP networks.

You must ensure that all internal address spaces, both routable and non-routable, are defined within your
network hierarchy. Otherwise, JSA might generate an excessive number of false positives, because JSA
treats internal systems differently from external systems. JSA ignores typical internal network activity
from internal IP address ranges.

Administrators must define the following top-level objects:

• Internet facing IP address for a DMZ.

• IP addresses used for remote access in Virtual Private Network (VPN) systems.

• Data centers and server networks.

• Network devices and network management devices.

For more information about creating your network hierarchy, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

VA Scanners | 14
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DSM Updates | 14

Log Source Detection | 16

VA Scanners

JSA uses vulnerability assessment (VA) information to determine offense threat levels and remove false
positives, by correlating event data, network activity, and behavioral changes.

To schedule scans and maintain your VA data, you can integrate JSA with VA tools such as third-party
scanners. Depending on the scanner type, JSA imports scan results from the scanner server or initiates a
scan remotely.

Scan results provide the system version and port number of each server in the Classless Inter-Domain
Routing (CIDR) address range. The information shows the ports that are open and the vulnerabilities on
the system.

Ensure that you download and apply the most recent scanner plug-ins.

For more information about configuring VA scanners, see the Juniper Secure AnalyticsManaging Vulnerability
Assessment Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Flow Sources | 18

DSM Updates | 14

Log Source Detection | 16

DSM Updates

JSA uses Device Support Modules (DSMs) to log and correlate the data that is collected from external log
sources, such as firewalls, switches, or routers.

DSMs are regularly updated to ensure that JSA can correctly interpret and parse security event information
that is provided by external devices. DSMs can be updated both automatically and manually.
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Although JSA devices include native log sending capabilities, several devices require extra configuration,
or an agent, or both, to send logs. Configuration varies between device types. You must ensure that the
devices are configured to send logs in a supported format.

For a list of supported devices, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Configuring DSMs Guide.

Updating DSMs Automatically

You can automatically download and install DSM updates, which include corrections to parsing issues,
scanner changes, and protocol updates.

The Console must be connected to the Internet to receive the updates. If your Console is not connected
to the Internet, you must configure an internal update server for your Console to download the files from.

1. On the navigation menu, Click Admin.

2. On the navigation menu, click System Configuration.

3. Click the Auto Update icon.

4. On the navigation menu, click Change Settings.

5. From the Auto Update Schedule pane, configure the DSM update frequency. To reduce performance
impacts on your system, schedule a large update to run during off-peak hours.

6. From the Update Types pane, select Auto Install from the DSM, Scanner, Protocol Updates list box.

7. Click Save.

For more information about configuring DSM updates, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

Updating DSMs Manually

Juniper Networks provides DSMupdates regularly. By default, updates are automatically downloaded and
installed on your system. However, you can manually install DSM updates at any time.

1. On the navigation menu, Click Admin.

2. On the navigation menu, click System Configuration.
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3. Click the Auto Update icon.

4. On the navigation menu, click Check for Updates.

The system retrieves the new updates. This process might take an extended period. When complete,
new updates are listed on the Updates window.

5. On the toolbar, click Install > DSM, Scanner, Protocol Updates.

6. Click OK.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Log Source Detection

JSA automatically detects log sources that send syslog messages to an Event Collector.

Log sources are detected when JSA receives a specific number of identifiable syslog messages. The traffic
analysis component processes syslog messages, identifies the DSMs that are installed on the system, and
then assigns the appropriate DSM to the log source. Automatically discovered log sources are displayed
in the Log Sources window.

JSA might not automatically detect log sources that have low activity levels. You must add these devices
manually.

NOTE: DSMs are used to interpret log source data. To receive log source data, you must ensure
that the correct DSMs are installed in JSA.

For more information about automatically detecting log sources, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Configuring
DSMs Guide.
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Displaying Log Sources

A log source is any external device or system that is configured to either send events to your JSA system
or to be collected by your JSA system. You can display the log sources that are automatically discovered.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. On the navigation menu, click Data Sources.

3. Click the Log Sources icon.

Adding Log Sources Manually

You can manually add log sources that JSA does not detect automatically.

1. Click the Admin tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Data Sources.

3. Click the Log Sources icon.

4. On the toolbar, click Add.

5. Configure the parameters.

The following table describes the common log source parameters for all log source types:

Table 3: Log Source Parameters

DescriptionParameter

The IPv4 address or host name that identifies the log source.

If your network contains multiple devices that are attached to a single management console,
specify the IP address of the individual device that created the event. A unique identifier for
each, such as an IP address, prevents event searches from identifying the management console
as the source for all of the events.

Log Source
Identifier

When this option is not enabled, the log source does not collect events and the log source is
not counted in the license limit.

Enabled
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Table 3: Log Source Parameters (continued)

DescriptionParameter

Credibility is a representation of the integrity or validity of events that are created by a log
source. The credibility value that is assigned to a log source can increase or decrease based on
incoming events, or it is adjusted in response to user-created event rules. The credibility of
events from log sources contributes to the calculation of the offensemagnitude and can increase
or decrease the magnitude value of an offense.

Credibility

Specifies the JSA Event Collector that polls the remote log source.

Use this parameter in a distributed deployment to improve Console system performance by
moving the polling task to an Event Collector.

Target Event
Collector

Increases the event count when the same event occurs multiple times within a short time
interval. Coalesced events provide a way to view and determine the frequency with which a
single event type occurs on the Log Activity tab.

When this check box is clear, events are viewed individually and events are not bundled.

New and automatically discovered log sources inherit the value of this check box from the
System Settings configuration on the Admin tab. You can use this check box to override the
default behavior of the system settings for an individual log source.

Coalescing Events

6. Click Save.

7. On the Admin tab, click Deploy Changes.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Flow Sources

Flow information is used to detect threats and other suspicious activity that might be missed if you rely
only on event information.
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Flows provide network traffic information that is sent simultaneously to JSA in various formats, including
Flowlog files, NetFlow, J-Flow, sFlow, and Packeteer.

NetFlow, J-Flow, and sFlow are protocols that collect flow data from network devices, such as routers,
and send this data to JSA.

NetFlow, J-Flow, and sFlow are configured in a similar way, but each one is deployed according to the
protocol that each network device supports.

If you are collecting NetFlow, J-Flow, or sFlow data, verify that JSA is collecting complete flow sets.
Incomplete or missing flows can make it difficult to analyze network activity.

JSA Flow Processor and Packet-based Sources

JSA captures traffic from mirror ports or taps within your network by using an JSA Flow Processor.

The JSA flow processor is enabled by default, while the mirror port or tap is connected to a monitoring
interface on your JSA appliance. Commonmirror port locations include core, DMZ, server, and application
switches.

JSA flow processor combinedwith JSA and flow processors provides Layer 7 application visibility and flow
analysis of network traffic regardless of the port on which the application is operating. For example, if the
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) protocol is communicating on port 7500 (TCP), JSA flow processor identifies the
traffic as IRC and provides a packet capture of the beginning of the conversation. This process differs from
NetFlow and J-Flow, which indicate that traffic is on port 7500 (TCP) without identifying the protocol.

JSA Flow Processor are not full packet capture engines, but you can adjust the amount of content that is
captured per flow. The default capture size is 64 bytes, and you can collect helpful data by using this
setting. However, you might want to adjust this setting to 256 bytes to capture more content per flow.
Increasing the capture size increases network traffic between your JSA flow processor and Flow Processor,
and more disk storage is needed.

NetFlow Flow Processors and External Sources

You must configure NetFlow, which collects IP network traffic as it enters or exits an interface, to send
data to the nearest JSA Flow Processor appliance.

JSA Flow Processor also support external flow sources, such as routers that send NetFlow, sFlow, J-Flow,
and Packeteer data.

For more information about these sources, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.
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You must configure NetFlow to send data as quickly as possible by configuring the external network
device's ip-cache flow timeout value to one. Ensure that ingress and egress traffic is forwarded from the
router. Not all routers can forward ingress and egress traffic. If you are configuring a router that provides
only a sample of data, then configure the router to use the lowest possible sampling rate, without increasing
the load on the switch.

To ensure that your NetFlow configuration is functioning correctly, you must validate your JSA NetFlow
data.

For more information, see “Verifying NetFlow Data Collection” on page 21.

Verifying JSA Flow Processor Data Collection

JSA Flow Processor collect network traffic passively through network taps and span ports and can detect
over 1000 networked applications. You can easily verify that your JSA flow processor is receiving network
flow data.

1. Click the Network Activity tab.

2. From the Network Activity toolbar, click Search >New Search.

3. In the Search Parameters pane, add a flow source search filter.

a. From the first list, select Flow Source.

b. From the third list, select your Flow interface name.

4. Click Add Filter.

5. In the Search Parameters pane, add a protocol search filter.

a. From the first list, select Protocol.

b. Click Filter.

6. Click Add Filter.

7. Click Filter.

If the Source Bytes or Destination Bytes column displays many results with zero bytes, your network tap
or span might be incorrectly configured. You must “Configuring JSA Flow Processor Devices” on page 21.
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Configuring JSA Flow Processor Devices

You can verify that your JSA flow processor is operational and is capturing flows from routers or span
ports.

1. Check that you are collecting flows from all routers where the traffic might cross, especially where
there are multiple routes or paths exist.

If you are running dynamic routing protocols, traffic might follow different paths to and from a host.

2. Ensure that span ports or taps are configured correctly to process both received and transmitted
packets.

3. Ensure that there is visibility to both sides of any asymmetric routes.

Verifying NetFlow Data Collection

To ensure that your NetFlow configuration is working correctly, youmust validate your JSANetFlow data.

Configure NetFlow to send data to the nearest JSA flow processor or JSA Flow Processor appliance.

By default, JSA listens on the management interface for NetFlow traffic on port 2055 (UDP). If you need
more NetFlow ports, you can assign more ports.

1. Click the Network Activity tab.

2. From the Network Activity toolbar, click Search >New Search.

3. In the Search Parameters pane, add a flow source search filter.

a. From the first list, select Flow Source.

b. From the third list, select your NetFlow router's name or IP address.

If your NetFlow router is not displayed in the third list, JSA might not detect traffic from that router.

4. Click Add Filter.

5. In the Search Parameters pane, add a protocol search filter.

a. From the first list, select Protocol.

b. From the third list, select TCP.

6. Click Add Filter.
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7. Click Filter.

8. Locate the Source Bytes and Destination Bytes columns to verify data collection.

If either column displays many results that have zero bytes, your configuration might be incomplete.
You must verify your NetFlow configuration.

Disabling NetFlow Log Messages

You can disable NetFlow log messages to prevent them from using log file space.

If your NetFlow router is configured to sample flows, the following message might be logged in your JSA
log file.

Nov&nbsp; 3 16:01:03 qflowhost \[11519\] qflow115: \[WARNING\]
default_Netflow: Missed 30 flows from 10.10.1.1 (2061927611,2061927641)

This message indicates that the sequence number of the packet is missed. If the number of missed flows
is consistent with your sampling rate, then you can ignore the message.

1. On the navigation menu, click Admin.

2. On the navigation menu, click System Configuration.

3. Click the System and License Management.

4. Click Systems from the Display menu.

5. Select the Console.

6. From the Deployment Actions menu, click Edit Host.

7. Click the Component Management icon.

8. From the Verify NetFlow Sequence Numbers field, select No.

9. Click Save.

10.Click Save on the Edit Managed Host pane.
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11.Close the System and License Management window.

12.On the toolbar, click Deploy Changes.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Asset Profile Configuration

JSA automatically discovers the assets on your network, which are discovered by passive monitoring of
flow data, and active monitoring of vulnerability scan data. JSA then builds an asset profile, which displays
the services that run on each asset.

The asset profile data is used for correlation purposes to help reduce false positives. For example, if an
attack attempts to exploit a specific service that runs on a specific asset, JSA determines whether the asset
is vulnerable to this attack by correlating the attack against the asset profile.

NOTE: Flow data, vulnerability assessment (VA) scanners, or log sources that provide identity
must be configured so that asset profiles are displayed in the user interface. If no flow data or
scanners exist, no data is compiled for an asset profile.

You can define specific IP addresses (servers) as assets by importing existing assets in comma-separated
value (CSV) format. Adding an asset profile helps you to identify an IP address by name and provide a
description and weight for that asset.

For more information about managing assets, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Asset Profile Data in CSV Format

An asset profile is a collection of information about a specific asset. The profile includes information about
the services that are running on the asset and any identity information that is known. You can import asset
profile data in CSV format.
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When you import asset profile data in CSV format, the file must be in the following format:

ip,name,weight,description

The following table describes the parameters that you must configure.

Table 4: Asset Profile Import CSV Format Parameters

DescriptionParameter

Specifies any valid IP address in the dot decimal format, for example, 192.168.5.34.IP

Specifies the name of the asset up to 255 characters in length. Commas are not valid in this field
because they invalidate the import process, for example, WebServer01.

Name

Specifies a number 0 - 10, which indicates the importance of the asset on your network. A value
of 0 denotes low importance, while 10 denotes a high importance.

Weight

Specifies a textual description for this asset up to 255 characters in length. This value is optional.Description

The following entries can be included in a CSV file:

• 192.168.5.34,WebServer01,5,Main Production Web Server

• 192.168.5.35,MailServ01,0,

The CSV import process merges any asset profile information that is stored in your JSA system.

For more information about configuring assets, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Application Tuning Phase

In the application tuning phase, you discover servers, investigate offenses, modify building blocks, tune
false positives, optimize custom rules, and improve search performance.

Before you tune the application, youmust wait 24 hours to enable JSA to detect the servers on the network,
store events and flows, and create offenses based on existing rules.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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JSA Building Blocks | 31

Server Discovery

JSA automatically discovers and classifies servers in your network, providing for a faster initial deployment,
and making tuning easier when network changes occur.

Server discovery uses the asset profile database to discover several types of servers in your network. You
can select the servers that you want to include in your building blocks.

For more information about server discovery, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

NOTE: To discover servers, JSAmust receive vulnerability assessment (VA) scanner data or flow
traffic. Server discovery uses this data to configure port mappings in the asset profile. For more
information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Managing Vulnerability Assessment Guide.

JSA uses building blocks to tune the system and allow more correlation rules to be enabled. This reduces
the number of false positives that are detected by JSA, and helps you to identify business critical assets.

Administrators must determine what servers to discover.
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• Authorized servers --You can add authorized infrastructure servers to a selected building block. JSA
monitors these servers while it suppresses false positives that are specific to the server category.

• Multiple building blocks --Servers might be in multiple categories. You must enable JSA to place these
servers in multiple building blocks. For example, Active Directory domain controllers might be identified
as both Microsoft Windows and DNS servers.

• Identify authorized servers --After you review the server discovery list, you might not be familiar with
all the servers in the list. These servers might be in another business unit or operate within a testing or
staging environment. If you identify these servers as authorized, then add them to the building block.

• Categorize servers --You can enable JSA to categorize unauthorized servers or servers that run
unauthorized services into a related building block. If you find that categorizing servers results in
generating an excessive number of offenses, then use server discovery to place the servers in a building
block.

Discovering Servers

Server discovery uses the JSA asset profile database to discover different server types that are based on
the port definitions. Use Server Discovery to select the servers to add to a server type building block.

1. Click the Assets tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Server Discovery.

3. From the Server Type list, select the server type that you want to discover. The default is Database
Servers.

4. Select one of the following options to determine the servers that you want to discover:

• All To search all servers in your deployment with the currently selected server type.

• Assigned To search servers in your deployment that were assigned to the currently selected server
type.

• Unassigned To search servers in your deployment that have no previous assignment.

5. From the Network list, select the network that you want to search.

6. Click Discover Servers.
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7. Click Approve Selected Servers.

8. In theMatching Servers table, select the check box or boxes of all the servers you want to assign to
the server role.

If you want to modify the search criteria, click either Edit Ports or Edit Definition.

For more information about discovering servers, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.
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JSA Rules and Offenses

The configuration rule that is defined in the Custom Rules Engine (CRE) is used to generate offenses.

The following list describes rules and offenses:

• CRE --The Custom Rules Engine (CRE) displays the rules and building blocks that are used by JSA. Rules
and building blocks are stored in two separate lists because they function differently. The CRE provides
information about how the rules are grouped, the types of tests that the rule performs, and the responses
that each rule generates. For more information about rules and offenses, see the Juniper Security Analytics
User Guide.

• Rules --A rule is a collection of tests that triggers an action when specific conditions are met. Each rule
can be configured to capture and respond to a specific event, sequence of events, flow sequence, or
offense. The actions that can be triggered include sending an email or generating a syslog message. A
rule can reference multiple building blocks by using the tests that are found in the function sections of
the test groups within the Rule Editor.

• Offenses --As event and flow data passes through the CRE, it is correlated against the rules that are
configured and an offense can be generated based on this correlation. You view offenses on theOffenses
tab.

Use the JSAUse CaseManager to review your rules and offenses. Download the app from the IBMSecurity
App Exchange.
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Viewing Rules That Are Deployed

You can view the rules that are deployed in your JSA deployment. For example, you can determine which
rules are most active in generating offenses.

1. Click the Offenses tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Rules.

3. To determine which rules are most active in generating offenses, from the rules page, click Offense
Count to reorder the column in descending order.

4. Double-click any rule to display the Rule Wizard. You can configure a response to each rule.

NOTE: For more information about your CRE configuration, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
User Guide.

Use the JSA Use Case Manager to tune the most active rules that create offenses and to tune the rules
that generate CRE events. Download the app from the IBM Security App Exchange.

Investigating Offenses

JSA generates offenses by testing event and flow conditions. To investigate JSA offenses, you must view
the rules that created the offense.

1. Click the Offenses tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click All Offenses.

3. Double-click the offense that you are interested in.

4. On the All Offenses Summary toolbar, click Display >Rules.

5. From the List of Rules Contributing toOffense pane, double-click theRuleName that you are interested
in.
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NOTE: TheAllOffensesRules panemight displaymultiple rule names, if the offense generated
by JSA is triggered by a series of different tests.

For more information about investigating offenses, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.

Mapping Custom Rules or Building Blocks to MITRE ATT&CK Tactics

Use JSA Use Case Manager to create your own rule and building block mappings or modify JSA default
mappings to map your custom rules and building blocks to specific tactics and techniques.

1. In the report section of the Rules Explorer page, select the relevant rule.

TIP: Filter on the rule name, tactic, or technique to find the rule you want to edit or search
by using a regular expression. You can also use the Group filter to select the group you want
to search, such as authentication or compliance.

2. On the Investigate rules page, click the pencil icon in theMITRE ATT&CK section.

3. On theMITRE ATT&CKMapping page, customize rule-mapping options by either adding new tactics
or editing existing ones.

TIP: TheMITRE ATT&CKMapping page shows only the mappings that are directly related
to a rule. You can see mappings that the rule inherited from its dependencies in the rule
details section of the Investigate rules page or in the Rules Explorer report. Use theMapping
source column in the report, or in the MITRE ATT&CK section of the rule details page, to see
the relationships between the rules and their mappings. Or, if you create content extensions
for the IBM Security App Exchange, and you want to map rules in them, export the mappings
and upload them when you submit your content.

a. To add or remove tactics with the rule or building block, click the plus sign icon, select the relevant
tactics, and then click Apply.

b. To add or remove techniques for a tactic, click the plus sign icon for the tactic, select the relevant
techniques, and then click Apply.

c. To include the tactic and technique in the heat map calculation, keep the Enable checkbox selected.
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d. Select the confidence level for each tactic and click Save. Youmust set a confidence level; otherwise,
you can't save the mapping.

e. To reset to the default mappings, click the Reset icon in the Tactics or Techniques columns.

4. After you finish customizing your mappings, click Save or Save and close to return to the Investigate
rules page.

5. To refresh the report to see updated content, click Apply in the Filters pane.
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JSA Building Blocks

Building blocks group commonly used tests, to build complex logic, so that they can be used in rules.

Building blocks use the same tests that rules use, but have no actions that are associated with them. They
are often configured to test groups of IP addresses, privileged user names, or collections of event names.
For example, you might create a building block that includes the IP addresses of all mail servers in your
network, then use that building block in another rule, to exclude those hosts. The building block defaults
are provided as guidelines, which can be reviewed and edited based on the needs of your network.

You can configure the host definition building blocks (BB:HostDefinition) to enable JSA to discover and
classify more servers on your network. If a particular server is not automatically detected, you canmanually
add the server to its corresponding host definition building block. This action ensures that the appropriate
rules are applied to the particular server type. You can also manually add IP address ranges instead of
individual devices.

Edit the following building blocks to reduce the number of offenses that are generated by high volume
traffic servers:

• BB:HostDefinition --VA Scanner Source IP

• BB:HostDefinition --Network Management Servers

• BB:HostDefinition --Virus Definition and Other Update Servers

• BB:HostDefinition --Proxy Servers
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• BB:NetworkDefinition --NAT Address Range

• BB:NetworkDefinition --Trusted Network

Tuning Building Blocks

You can edit building blocks to reduce the number of false positives that are generated by JSA.

To edit building blocks, you must add the IP address or IP addresses of the server or servers into the
appropriate building blocks.

1. Click the Offenses tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Rules.

3. From the Display list, select Building Blocks.

4. Double-click the building block that you want to edit.

5. Update the building block.

6. Click Finish.

The following table describes editable building blocks.

Table 5: List Of Building Blocks to Edit

DescriptionBuilding Block

Edit the and where either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of the Network Address Translation (NAT)
servers.

Edit this building block only if you have a detection in the non-NATd address
space. Editing this building block means that offenses are not created for
attacks that are targeted or sourced from this IP address range.

BB:NetworkDefinition: NATAddress
Range

Network management systems create traffic, such as ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) sweeps, to discover hosts. JSA might consider this
threatening traffic. To ignore this behavior and define network management
systems, edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the
following test to include the IP addresses of theNetworkManagement Servers
(NMS), and other hosts that normally perform network discovery ormonitoring.

BB:HostDefinition: Network
Management Servers
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Table 5: List Of Building Blocks to Edit (continued)

DescriptionBuilding Block

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of the proxy servers.

Edit this building block if you have sufficient detection on the proxy server.
Editing this building block prevents offense creation for attacks that are
targeted or sourced from the proxy server. This adjustment is useful when
hundreds of hosts use a single proxy server and that single IP address of the
proxy server might be infected with spyware.

BB:HostDefinition: Proxy Servers

Vulnerability assessment products launch attacks that can result in offense
creation. To avoid this behavior and define vulnerability assessment products
or any server that youwant to ignore as a source, edit the andwhen the source
IP is one of the following test to include the IP addresses of the following
scanners:

• VA Scanners

• Authorized Scanners

BB:HostDefinition: VA Scanner
Source IP

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of virus protection and update function servers.

BB:HostDefinition: Virus Definition
and Other Update Servers

Edit the andwhen the source is located in test to include geographic locations
that you want to prevent from accessing your network. This change enables
the use of rules to create an offense when successful logins are detected from
remote locations.

BB:Category Definition: Countries
with no Remote Access

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of servers that are used for GLBA
(Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act) compliance. By populating this building block, you
can use rules such as Compliance: Excessive Failed Logins to Compliance IS,
which create offenses for compliance and regulation-based situations.

BB:ComplianceDefinition: GLBA
Servers

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of servers that are used for HIPAA (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) compliance. By populating this
building block, you can use rules, such asCompliance: Excessive Failed Logins
to Compliance IS, which creates offenses for compliance and regulation-based
situations.

BB:ComplianceDefinition: HIPAA
Servers
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Table 5: List Of Building Blocks to Edit (continued)

DescriptionBuilding Block

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of servers that are used for SOX
(Sarbanes-Oxley Act) compliance. By populating this building block, you can
use rules, such as Compliance: Excessive Failed Logins to Compliance IS,
which creates offenses for compliance and regulation-based situations.

BB:ComplianceDefinition: SOX
Servers

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the IP addresses of servers that are used for PCI DSS (Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standards) compliance. By populating this building
block, you can use rules such as Compliance: Excessive Failed Logins to
Compliance IS, which creates offenses for compliance and regulation-based
situations.

BB:ComplianceDefinition: PCI DSS
Servers

Edit the and when either the source or destination IP is one of the following
test to include the broadcast addresses of your network. This change removes
false positive events that might be caused by the use of broadcast messages.

BB:NetworkDefinition: Broadcast
Address Space

Edit the and when the local network is test to include workstation networks
that users are operating.

BB:NetworkDefinition: Client
Networks

Edit the when the local network is test to include any server networks.BB:NetworkDefinition: Server
Networks

Edit the and when the local network is test to include the IP addresses that
are considered to be a darknet. Any traffic or events that are directed towards
a darknet is considered suspicious.

BB:NetworkDefinition: Darknet
Addresses

Edit the and when the any IP is a part of any of the following test to include
the remote services thatmight be used to obtain information from the network.
This change can include services, such as webmail hosts or file sharing sites.

BB:NetworkDefinition: DLP
Addresses

Edit the and when the local network test to include networks that are
considered to be part of the network’s DMZ.

BB:NetworkDefinition: DMZ
Addresses

Edit the and when the destination port is one of the following test to include
common outbound ports that are allowed on the network.

BB:PortDefinition: Authorized L2R
Ports

Edit the and when the local network is to include the remote networks that
are on a watch list. This change helps to identify events from hosts that are
on a watch list.

BB:NetworkDefinition: Watch List
Addresses
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Table 5: List Of Building Blocks to Edit (continued)

DescriptionBuilding Block

Edit this building block to include any categories that you want to consider as
false positives for hosts that are defined in the BB:HostDefinition: User
Defined Server Type building block.

BB:FalsePositive: User Defined
Server Type False Positive Category

Edit this building block to include any events that you want to consider as
false positives for hosts that are defined in the BB:HostDefinition: User
Defined Server Type building block.

BB:FalsePositive: User Defined
Server Type False Positive Events

Edit this building block to include the IP address of your custom server type.
After you add the servers, you must add any events or categories that you
want to consider as false positives to this server, as defined in the
BB:FalsePositives: User Defined Server Type False Positive Category or the
BB:False Positives: User Defined Server Type False Positive Events building
blocks.

BB:HostDefinition: User Defined
Server Type

You can include a CIDR range or subnet in any of the building blocks instead of listing the IP addresses.
For example, 192.168.1/24 includes addresses 192.168.1.0 to 192.168.1.255. You can also include
CIDR ranges in any of the BB:HostDefinition building blocks.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Use the JSAUse CaseManager to review your building blocks. Download the app from the IBMSecurity
App Exchange.
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Guidelines for Tuning System Performance

Howyou tune JSA depends on different scenarios andwhether you have one target ormany targetswithin
your network.

To ensure reliable system performance, you must consider the following guidelines:
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• Disable rules that produce numerous unwanted offenses.

• To tune CRE rules, increase the rule threshold by doubling the numeric parameters and the time interval.

• Consider modifying rules to consider the local network context rather than the remote network context.

• When you edit a rule with the attach events for the next 300 seconds option enabled, wait 300 seconds
before you close the related offenses.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.

The following table provides information on how to tune false positives according to these differing
scenarios.

Table 6: Tuning Methodology.

Many TargetsOne TargetScenario

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune the
specific event.

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune
the specific event.

One attacker, one event

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune the
category.

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune
the category.

One attacker,many unique
events in the same
category

Edit the building blocks by using the Custom
Rules Editor to tune the specific event.

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune
the specific event.

Many attackers, one event

Edit building blocks by using theCustomRules
Editor to tune the category.

Use the False Positive Wizard to tune
the category.

Many attackers, many
events in the same
category

Investigate the offense and determine the
nature of the attacker. If the offense or
offenses can be tuned out, edit the building
blocks by using the Custom Rules Editor to
tune the categories for the host IP address.

Investigate the offense and determine
the nature of the attacker. If the offense
or offenses can be tuned out, edit the
building blocks by using the Custom
Rules Editor to tune categories for the
host IP address.

One attacker,many unique
events in different
categories

Edit the building blocks by using the Custom
Rules Editor to tune the categories.

Edit the building blocks by using the
Custom Rules Editor to tune the
categories.

Many attackers, many
unique events in different
categories
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Tuning False Positives

You can tune false positive events and flows to prevent them from creating offenses.

To create a new rule, you must have the Offenses >Maintain Custom Rules permission for creating
customized rules to tune false positives. For more information about roles and permissions, see the Juniper
Secure Analytics Users Guide.

1. Click the Log Activity tab, or the Network Activity tab.

2. Select the event or flow that you want to tune.

3. Click False Positive.

If you are viewing events or flows in streaming mode, you must pause streaming before you click False
Positive.

4. Select one of the following Event or Flow Property options:

• Event/Flow(s) with a specific QID of <Event>

• Any Event/Flow(s) with a low-level category of <Event>

• Any Event/Flow(s) with a high-level category of <Event>

5. Select one of the following Traffic Direction options:

• <Source IP Address> to <Destination IP Address>

• <Source IP Address> to Any Destination

• Any Source to <Destination IP Address>

• Any Source to any Destination

6. Click Tune.

JSA prevents you from selecting Any Events/Flow(s) and Any Source To AnyDestination. This change
creates a custom rule and prevents JSA from creating offenses.

For more information about tuning false positives, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.

False Positives Configuration

Manage the configuration of false positives tominimize their impact on legitimate threats and vulnerabilities.
To prevent JSA from generating an excessive number of false positives, you can tune false positive events
and flows to prevent them from creating offenses.
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False Positive Rule Chains

The first rule to execute in the custom rules engine (CRE) is FalsePositive:False Positive Rules and Building
Blocks. When it loads, all of its dependencies are loaded and tested.

When an event or flow successfully matches the rule, it bypasses all other rules in the CRE in order to
prevent it from creating an offense.

Creating False Positive Building Blocks

When you create false positive building blocks within JSA, you must review the following information:

• Naming conventions --Use amethodology similar to the default rule set, by creating new building blocks
by using the following naming convention:

<CustomerName>-BB:False Positive: All False Positive Building Blocks, where: <CustomerName> is a
name that you assign to the false positive building block.

• False positive building blocks --Building blocks must contain the test: and when a flow or an event
matches any of the following rules. This test is a collection point for false positive building blocks and
helps you to quickly find and identify customizations. Note the following guidelines when you create
your false positive building blocks:

• When the <CustomerName>-BB:False Positive: All False Positive Building Block is created, add it to
the test in the rule FalsePositive: False Positive Rules and Building Blocks.

• When the new false positive building block is created, you can create new building blocks to match
the traffic that you want to prevent from creating offenses. Add these building blocks to the
<CustomerName>-BB:False Positive: All False Positive Building block.

• To prevent events from creating offenses, you must create a new building block that matches the
traffic that you are interested in. Save this as a building block <CustomerName>-BB:False Positive:
<name_of_rule>, then edit <CustomerName>-BB:False Positive: All False Positive building blocks, to
include the rule that you created.
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NOTE: If you add a rule or building block that includes a rule to the FalsePositive: False Positive
Rules and Building Blocks rule, the rule that you add runs before the event is dropped by the
CRE and might create offenses by overriding the false positive test.

Custom Rule Testing Order

When you build custom rules, you must optimize the order of the testing to ensure that the rules do not
impact custom rules engine (CRE) performance.

The tests in a rule are executed in the order that they are displayed in the user interface. Themost memory
intensive tests for the CRE are the payload and regular expression searches. To ensure that these tests
run against a smaller subset of data and execute faster, you must first include one of the following tests:

• when the event(s) were detected by one or more of these log source types

• when the event QID is one of the following QIDs

• when the source IP is one of the following IP addresses

• when the destination IP is one of the following IP addresses

• when the local IP is one of the following IP addresses

• when the remote IP is one of the following IP addresses

• when either the source or destination IP is one of the following IP addresses

• when the event(s) were detected by one of more of these log sources

You can further optimize JSA by exporting common tests to building blocks. Building blocks execute per
event as opposed to multiple times if tests are individually included in a rule.

For more information about optimizing custom rules, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.
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Creating an OR Condition Within the CRE

You can create a conditional OR test within the Custom Rules Engine (CRE), which gives you more options
for defining your rules by using building blocks.

For each extra test that you add, it can be only an AND or AND NOT conditional test. To create an OR
condition within the CRE you must place each separate set of conditions into a building block, and then
create a new rule or building block that uses thewhen <selected_rule> matches any of the following rules
rule.

This ensures that both building blocks are loaded when the test is applied.

1. Click the Offenses tab.

2. On the navigation menu, click Rules.

3. From the Actions list, select one of the following options:

• New Event Rule Select this option to configure a rule for events.

• New Flow Rule Select this option to configure a rule for flows.

• New Common Rule Select this option to configure a rule for events and flows.

• New Offense Rule Select this option to configure a rule for offenses.

4. Read the introductory text and then click Next.

You are prompted to Choose the source from which you want this rule to generate.

The default is the rule type that you selected on the Offenses tab.

5. Select the rule type that you want to apply to the rule, and then click Next.

6. From the Type to filter menu, select one of the following corresponding tests that is based on the
option that you choose in step 3, and then click the (+) icon for the test.

• when an event matches any|all of the following rules

• when a flow matches any|all of the following rules

• when a flow or an event matches any|all of the following rules

• when the offense matches any of the following offense rules

For example, if you select New Event Rule in step 3, select when an event matches any|all of the
following rules.
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7. In the Rule pane, select one of the following corresponding tests that is based on the option that you
choose in step 3, and then click rules.

• and when an event matches any of the following rules

• and when a flow matches any of the following rules

• and when a flow or an event matches any of the following rules

• and when the offense matches any of the following offense rules

For example, if you select New Event Rule in step 3, select and when an event matches any of the
following rules, and then click rules.

8. From the Select the rule(s) to match and click ‘Add’ field, select multiple building blocks by holding
down the Ctrl key and click Add +.

If you select the offense rule, select building blocks from the Select an offense rule and click 'Add' field.

9. Click Submit.
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Adding Filters to Improve Search Performance

When you search for event or flow information, you can improve performance by adding filters to search
fields that are indexed.

The following table provides information about the fields that are indexed:
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Table 7: Log Viewer and Flow Viewer Indexed Fields

Indexed FilterJSA Tab

UsernameLog Activity tab (Events)

Source or Destination IP

Destination Port

Has Identity

Device Type

Device ID

Category

Matches Custom Rule

ApplicationNetwork Activity tab (Flows)

Source or Destination IP

Destination Port

1. Click the Log Activity tab, or the Network Activity tab.

2. On the toolbar, click Add Filter.

3. From the first list, select an index filter.

4. From the second list, select the modifier that you want to use.

5. Type or select the information for your filter. The controls that are displayed depend on the index filter
that you added.

6. Click Add Filter.

You canmonitor the performance of your search by expanding theCurrent Statistics option on the Search
page. The page displays the volume of data that loads from data files and indexes. If your search does not
display a count in the index file count, then add an indexed filter to the search.
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Enabling Quick Filtering

You can enable theQuick Filter property to optimize event and flow search times. You can use theQuick
Filter option to search event and flow payloads by typing free text search criteria.

1. Log in to JSA as an administrator.

2. On the navigation menu, Click Admin.

3. On the navigation menu, click System Configuration.

4. Click the Index Management icon.

5. In the Quick Search field, type Quick Filter.

6. Select the Quick Filter property that you want to index.

You can identify the event and flowQuick Filter properties by using the value in theDatabase column.

7. On the toolbar, click Enable Index.

A green dot indicates that the payload index is enabled.

8. Click Save.

9. Click OK.

The selected Quick Filter properties are indexed.

If a list includes event or flow properties that are indexed, these indexed property names are appended
with the following text:

[Indexed]
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Custom Properties

Use the Custom Extracted Properties function in JSA to expand normalized fields by adding custom fields
for reports, searches, and the custom rules engine (CRE).

To extract proxy URLs, virus names, or secondary user names, review the following information:

• Restrict your Custom Extracted Properties to a particular log source type or individual log source.

• If your extracted property is applicable to only certain events, reduce the workload on JSA by limiting
the extracted property to that event type.

• To allow the custom property to be used by rules, forwarding profiles and search indexes, ensure that
the Parse in advance for rules, reports and searches check box is selected. When this check box is
selected, the property is extracted immediately during the parsing stage of the event pipeline, rather
than at search time, which is the default. When the value is extracted ahead of time, searches that use
the property as part of their criteria run faster. Extracting the value ahead of time puts extra load on the
parsing stage of the event pipeline, so you should select this check box only for properties that must be
used in rules, forwarding profiles, or large or frequently run searches.

• The extracted property field is not indexed. However, when an event matches the property, it stores
an index to the offset and length of the property, which reduces the amount of data that is searched.
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Cleaning the SIMModel

Cleaning the SIM model ensures that offenses are based on the most current rules, discovered servers,
and network hierarchy. When the tuning process is complete, clean the SIM model to ensure that JSA
displays only recent offenses.

When you clean the SIM model, all existing offenses are closed. Cleaning the SIM model does not affect
existing events and flows.

False positive offenses might occur before you complete the tuning tasks. Clean the SIM model to ensure
that each host on the network creates new offenses based on the current configuration.
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There are two ways of cleaning the SIM model:

Soft Clean —Closes all offenses, but does not remove them from the system.

Hard Clean —Closes all offenses, and completely erases them from the system.

NOTE: It is not advised to perform a Hard Clean of your SIM Model, unless directed by JSA
Support. Both a Hard Clean and a Soft Clean result in the console webserver being restarted.

1. Click the Admin tab.

2. From the Admin toolbar, click Advanced >Clean SIMModel.

3. Click Soft Clean.

4. Select the Are you sure you want to reset the data model? check box.

5. Click Proceed.

Depending on the volume of data in your system, this process might take several minutes.

6. When the SIM reset process is complete, refresh your browser.

If you attempt to go to other areas of the console during the SIM reset process, an error message is
displayed.
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Identify Network Assets

Identify network assets that you might want to include in your building blocks.

Use the following table as a reference to help you create building blocks.
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Table 8: Identifying Network Assets

Building BlockHow to Identify and ExamplesCategory

BB-NetworkDefinition: NATAddress
Range.

IP addresses and/or CIDR blocks that are used
for Network Address Translation (NAT). These
are commonly configured on firewalls and
routers.

NAT Address

BB-HostDefinition: Network
Management Servers.

Altiris, BindView, CAUnicenter, CiscoWorks, Dell
OpenManage, HP OpenView, IBM Director,
Marimba, McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator, Norton
Antivirus server, Tivoli, Sitescope, Sophos server,
SMS, What's Up Gold.

Network and Desktop
Management Servers

BB-HostDefinition: Proxy Servers.In-Line PaloAlto firewalls, Sidewinder, ISA,
Bluecoat, Microsoft Proxy Server, Squid,
Websense, Wingate.

Proxy Servers

BB-HostDefinition: Server Networks.CIDRs used by data centers or server populations.Server Networks

BB-HostDefinition: VA Scanner
Source ID.

Acunetix, CyberCop Scanner, Foundstone,
HackerShield, ISS Internet Scanner, Nessus,
Retina, nCircle, Nmap.

Vulnerability/ Security
Scanners
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